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Abstract – In this paper, we survey the historical development of quaternions and give some recently studies
and applications of quaternions of obtaining surfaces.
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Quaternions were advertised by Irish mathematician Sir William Rowan Hamilton in 1843. While he was searching for
methods of extensioning complex numbers to higher dimensional spaces, he accidentally invented quaternions. He fell down
to find a handy method in three-dimensional space. That is, he could not reach a real in three dimensional skew field. But, he
composed quaternions by working in four dimensional space. As to Hamilton, while he was walking with wife over the Royal
Canal in Dublin on 16 October 1843, he was experience an epiphany the solution of the equation,

i2 ¼ j2 ¼ k2 ¼ ijk ¼ �1:

Then, without wasting any time, Hamilton carved this equation with the help of his pocketknife the around the corner
Broom Bridge (where Hamilton called Brougham Bridge). The phenomenon is called exploration of the quaternion group.
Also, in one sense, Hamilton fathered the cross products and dot products of vector algebra. Moreover, Hamilton charac-
terized a quaternion as a serried four item multiple of real numbers, and identified the first item as the “scalar” part, and
the remaining three as the “vector” part [1–3].

Nowadays, the quaternions which are chiefly utilized in computer graphics, control theory and signal processing for
representing rotations and orientations are widespread utilized for spacecraft attitude control systems to be commanded.
Also, they are utilized to telemeter their current attitude. The logic is that joining quaternion transitions is much more com-
putationally determined then joining a lot of matrix transitions. Quaternions do not possess a computational singularity
(unspecified partition by zero) in control and modelling applications that can take place for quarter spin turns (90�) that
are accomplishable by several Air, Sea and Space transports. In pure mathematics, quaternions which are one of the four
finite dimensional normed division algebras over the real numbers come to light considerably applications from beginning to
end algebra and geometry. Also, quaternions are used not only in rotation but also in reflection [4–8].

Let us now examine the works on applications of quaternions in obtaining surfaces. Primarily, the sum, product, point
product, division of two quaternions, inverse of a quaternion and its modulus have been defined. In addition, quaternions are
represented by the matrix. Also, quaternions are used in rotation. For example, a counterclockwise rotation through an
angle a about an axis x̂ can be represented (Fig. 1),

P ¼ cos
a
2
þ sin

a
2
x̂;

where x̂ is a unit vector [8].
If we consider the linear map:

W : R3 ! R3;
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w ! W wð Þ ¼~qw~q;

where~q ¼ bi þ cj þ dk, b; c; d 2 R is a unit vector quaternion. That is to say, this expression is called reflection (Fig. 2).
On the other hand, give the following reference [9] to Definition 1 and Definition 2:

Definition 1. A dual number A has the form A = a + ea* where a and a* are real numbers and e is the dual symbol subjected
to the rules

e 6¼ 0; 0e ¼ e0 ¼ 0; 1e ¼ e1 ¼ e; e2 ¼ 0:

A dual quaternion Q is written as

Q ¼ A0 þ A1iþ A2jþ A3k:

Hamiltonian conjugate ofQ, norm of Q, reciprocal of Q and unit dual quaternion are obtained. Also, screw operators are
defined using this dual quaternion.

Definition 2. Let ~A and ~B be unit dual vectors in ID3 (i.e. set of unit vector dual quaternions) the quaternion product of
these two dual vectors is given by

~A~B ¼ �ð~A �~BÞ þ~A�~B ð1Þ

Figure 2. Reflection.

Figure 1. A counterclockwise rotation through an angle a about an axis x̂ in R3.
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The expression (1) can rewrite as:

~A~B ¼ �cosUþ
~A�~B

~A�~B
��� ������ ��� jj

~A�~Bjj

¼ � cosUþ~S sinU

where

~S ¼
~A�~B

~A�~B
������ ���:���

This expression is called screw operator (Fig. 3).

Let’s approach today. In computer graphics, spherical linear interpolation (slerp) is shorth and for spherical linear inter-
polation, in the context of quaternion interpolation for the purpose of animating 3D rotation [10]. Linear interpolation have
been done on Euclidean sphere using quaternions. Also, split-quaternions are elements of a four-dimensional associative
algebra introduced by James Cockle in 1849.

Definition 3. A split quaternion q is an expression of the form

q ¼ q11þ q2iþ q3jþ q4k

where q1, q2, q3 and q4 are real numbers and i, j, k are split quaternion units which satisfy the non-commutative multi-
plication rules [11]

i2 ¼ �1; j2 ¼ k2 ¼ 1;

ij ¼ �ji ¼ k; kj ¼ �jk ¼ �i; ki ¼ �ik ¼ j:

The linear interpolation on Loretzian sphere Minkowski space have been done using split quaternions. That also yields
the shortest possible interpolation path between the two split quaternion on the unit Lorentzian sphere [12].

Spherical spline quaternion interpolation has been done on sphere in Euclidean space using quaternions (Fig. 4). The
spline split quaternion interpolation on hyperbolic sphere in Minkowski space has been done using split quaternions and
metric Lorentz. This interpolation curve is called spherical spline split quaternion interpolation in Minkowski space
(MSquad) (Fig. 5) [13].

Quaternions are more usable than three Euler angles in the three dimensional Euclidean space. Thus, many laws in dif-
ferent fields can be given by the quaternions. Canal surfaces and tube surfaces can be obtained by the quaternion product
and by the matrix representation. Also, the equation of canal surface given by the different frames of its spine curve can be

Figure 3. Screw operator.
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obtained by the same unit quaternion. In addition, these surfaces are obtained by the homothetic motion [1]. For example,
for unit speed curve:

a ¼ t
2
; sin

ffiffiffi
3

p
t

2
; cos

ffiffiffi
3

p
t

2

� �
;

Figure 4. The shapes of interpolation are simulated with MATLAB R2010a: (a) Quaternion interpolation between the two key
frames in Euclidean space, there are 50 interpolated frames, (b) velocity graph quaternion interpolation [12].

Figure 5. The shapes of interpolation are simulated with MATLAB Programming Language. (a) The interpolation curve between
two split quaternion on hyperbolic sphere in Minkowski space, there are 50 interpolated frames, (b) inside scope, (c) outside scope,
(d) inside scope [13].
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the Frenet frame vectors can be given as,

T ðtÞ ¼ 1
2 ;

ffiffi
3

p
2 cos

ffiffi
3

p
t

2 ;�
ffiffi
3

p
2 sin

ffiffi
3

p
t

2

� �
;

NðtÞ ¼ 0;� sin
ffiffi
3

p
t

2 ;� cos
ffiffi
3

p
t

2

� �
;

BðtÞ ¼ �
ffiffi
3

p
2 ; 12 cos

ffiffi
3

p
t

2 ;� 1
2 sin

ffiffi
3

p
t

2

� �
:

The tube surface X(t, h) can be obtained by the homothetic motion as X(t, h) = a(t) + rMN(t), where M is the matrix
representation for the unit quaternion q(t, h) = cosh + sinhT(t). Moreover, the graphic is as follows (Fig. 6).

All constant slope surfaces are found in the Euclidean 3-space. Namely, those surfaces for which the position vector of a
point of the surface makes constant angle with the normal at the surface in that point. These surfaces could be thought as
then bi-dimensional analogue of the generalized helices (Fig. 7) [15].

Example 1. Let us point more attention to this picture (but not necessary with h ¼ p
5, when f(v) = (cosv, sinv, 0)). Then,

f ðvÞ � f 0ðvÞ ¼ ð0; 0; 1Þ
for all v and consequently the slope surface is parametrized by

rðu; vÞ ¼ u sin hðcosðnðuÞÞ cos v; cosðnðuÞÞ sin v; sinðnðuÞÞÞ;
Q ¼ u sin hðcosðnðuÞÞ � sinðnðuÞf 0ÞÞ;

and

Q� f ¼ rðu; vÞ:
Circular surfaces are smooth one-parameter families of circles. Three main purposes about circular surfaces and roller

coaster surfaces are defined as circular surfaces whose generating circles are lines of curvature. The first one is to reconstruct
equations of spacelike circular surfaces and spacelike roller coaster surfaces by using unit split quaternions and homothetic
motions.

The second one is to parametrize timelike circular surfaces and give some geometric properties such as striction curves,
singularities, Gaussian and mean curvatures. Furthermore, the conditions for timelike roller coaster surfaces to be flat or
minimal surfaces are obtained. The last one is to express split quaternionic and matrix representations of timelike circular
surfaces and timelike roller coaster surfaces [16].

Figure 6. Tube surface X(t, h) [14].
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Example 2. Given a curve nðsÞ ¼ 5s
12 ;

4
9 cos

3s
4

� 	
; 49 sin

3s
4

� 	� 	
it is easy to show that

a1ðsÞ ¼ eðsÞ ¼ 5
3 ;� 4

3 sin
3s
4

� 	
; 43 cos

3s
4

� 	� 	
;

a2ðsÞ ¼ nðsÞ ¼ 0;� cos 3s
4

� 	
; sin 3s

4

� 	� 	
;

a3ðsÞ ¼ bðsÞ ¼ � 4
3 ;

5
3 sin

3s
4

� 	
;� 5

3 cos
3s
4

� 	� 	
;

where s is the arc-length parameter of a1(s) = e. Using the timelike unit split quaternion qe = cosh + esinh, we have

Cðn;n;b;rÞðs; hÞ ¼ nðsÞ þ rðsÞqeðs; hÞ � nðsÞ:

For r = 1 and r ¼ s
2, the spacelike circular surfaces are illustrated (Fig. 8).

Figure 7. For h ¼ p
5, f(v) = (cosv, sinv, 0) [15].

Figure 8. The spacelike circular surfaces with r = 1 and r ¼ s
2. (a) The circular surface C(n,n,b,1), (b) the circular surface C n;n;b;s2ð Þ [16].
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Canal surfaces determined by spherical indicatrices of any spatial curve in Minkowski 3-space by means of timelike split
quaternions. Moreover, using orthogonal matrices corresponding to these quaternions, the canal surfaces are obtained as
homothetic motions. Then, we investigate a relationship between the canal surfaces and unit split quaternions [17].

Example 3. Given a unit-speed spacelike curve

aðsÞ ¼ 4
15

sin 5s;� 1
24

cos 8sþ 2
3
cos 2s;

1
24

sin 8sþ 2
3
sin 2s

� �

with spacelike binormal vector, the alternative moving frame vectors are given by

NðsÞ ¼ � 5
3 ;� 4

3 sin 3s;� 4
3 cos 3s

� 	
;

CðsÞ ¼ 0;� cos 3s; sin 3sð Þ;
W ðsÞ ¼ 4

3 ;
5
3 sin 3s;

5
3 cos 3s

� 	
:

Then, the tangent, principal normal and binormal indicatrices of the curve a are obtained as follows:

T ðuT ðsÞÞ ¼ 4
3 cos 5s;

1
3 sin 8s� 4

3 sin 2s;
1
3 cos 8sþ 4

3 cos 2s
� 	

;

NðuN ðsÞÞ ¼ � 5
3 ;� 4

3 sin 3s;� 4
3 cos 3s

� 	
;

BðuBðsÞÞ ¼ � 4
3 sin 5s;

1
3 �4 cos 2sþ cos 8sð Þ;� 8cos3s

3 6 sin s� 3 sin 3sþ sin 5sð Þ� 	
:

For the unit timelike split quaternion qN(s, h) = coshh + Nsinhh with timelike vector part, the parametric equation of the
canal surface PT(s, h) constructed by the tangent indicatrix T of the curve a with the admission r(s) = sins is found as follows
(Fig. 9);

PT s; hð Þ ¼
�
4
3
cos 5sþ 5

6
sin 2sþ 4

3
sin2s sin h;

1
3
sin 8s� 4

3
sin 2sþ 2

3
sin 2s sin 3s� sin2s cos 3s cos h

þ 5
3
sin2s sin 3s sin h;

1
3
cos 8sþ 4

3
cos 2sþ 2

3
sin 2s cos 3sþ sin2s sin 3s cos hþ 5

3
sin2s cos 3s sin h

�
:

Then, taking r = 1 and r = h, respectively, the equations of the tubular and generalized tubular surfaces KT ðs; hÞ and �T
(s, h) generated by the tangent indicatrix T are given by (Fig. 10)

KT ðs; hÞ ¼ 4
3
cos 5sþ 4

3
sin h;

1
3
sin 8s� 4

3
sin 2sþ cos 3s cos hþ 5

3
sin 3s sin h;

1
3
cos 8sþ 4

3
cos 2s

�

þ sin 3s cos hþ 5
3
cos 3s sin h

�
:

Figure 9. The canal surface PT(s, h) constructed by the tangent indicatrix T of a [17].
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XT ðs; hÞ ¼ 4
3
cos 5sþ 4

3
h sin h;

1
3
sin 8s� 4

3
sin 2sþ h cos 3s cos hþ 5

3
h sin 3s sin h;

1
3
cos 8sþ 4

3
cos 2s

�

þ h sin 3s cos hþ 5
3
h cos 3s sin hÞ:

Conclusion

In this paper, the historical development of quaternions is surveyed. Also, some recently studies and applications of
quaternions of obtaining surfaces are considered. Within the framework of the knowledge acquired, it is observed that
applies to many areas of quaternions. The number of these studies is increasing day by day. We were only able to give a
small summary. We are very happy to try to contribute to these studies. Our work in this direction continues.
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